Pre-K 3 Lesson Plan for Dec 24 – Jan 4, 2018
Theme: Winter Review

Math

Language

Science

Geography

 Counting Mittens
 Introduce numbers 6-10
 Hot chocolate marshmallow counting
Goals: Match mittens that have
numbers on them to mittens that
have corresponding objects.
Introduce numbers 6-10 by tracing
and counting objects. Counting
marshmallows at the top of hot coco
cups.
Practical Life

 Trace full name
 Metal insets
 Review phonetic sounds
Goals: Get the children to be able to find
their name in a group and trace first and
last name. Review all shapes that we have
covered and make them into objects.
Review past taught letters and phonetic
sounds.

 Parts of a penguin
 Sink or Float
 Looking at ice under magnify glasses
Goals: Be able to identify and label parts
of a penguin. Place objects in water to
see what will stay on the surface or sink
to the bottom. Exploring ice close up.

 Where in the world does it snow
 Review IL facts
 Review North and South America
Goals: Talk about places in the world
that snow does not appear. Review past
continents we have visited. There flags,
animals, and locations.

Sensorial

Fine Motor

Large Motor

 Reintroduce zipping and unzipping coats
 Pouring a glass of water
 Sharpen pencils
Goals: Rework on being able to
independently zip our coats. Be able to
pour water from a pitcher into a cup.
Work on being able to fix broken pencils
and use a sharpener.

 Sound Shakers
 Winter Smells
 Winter Mystery box
Goals: Match the corresponding sounds.
Smell different scents and connect them
to familiar objects. Guess what winter
materials are hidden in a box without
looking, by texture and material.

 Bead snow flakes
 Practice cutting skills
 Rubber band balls
Goals: String beads onto pipe cleaners
to make winter snow flakes. Use
scissors to cut on circular dotted lines.
Be able to stretch rubber band around
a ball with finger skills.

Outdoor Classroom
 Play catch
 Red light, green light
 Follow snow tracks
Goals: Work on throwing and catching a
ball. Play a group game that allows the
kids to run around and follow
instructions. Follow snow tracks.

Books
Intro:
 Winter themed novels
 Talk about point of view
 Stories that show different characters
perspectives
Goals: Introduce books that help us
understand the season of winter. Talk
about who’s perspective the story is being
told from

Art

 Holiday Exercises
 Simon Says
 Hop-scotch
Goals: Move our bodies like penguins,
reindeer, and Santa, to get us moving
around the classroom. Play a game
that involves taking turns and
following instructions. Using counting
to jump across the carpet.
Music/Sound Awareness
 Play outdoor musical instruments
 Listen to music while looking at a book
 High vs low sounds
Goals: Use music as a way to relax and
learn about different sounds.

 Penguin Craft
 Marable paint winter hats
 Coloring inside the lines
Goals: Allow the children to use their
creativity to make seasonal works.

Remember to__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Special Events__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Notes_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Completed X
Not Completed O Needs to be Reintroduced ______

